Network Load balancing is a technique of balancing at each node the number of packets received and the number of packets forward to the other node so that the chance of network congestion problem has been reduced and bandwidth is utilized. Although there are many techniques implemented for the balancing of nodes based on maintaining a routing table at each node and is updated as the packet get forward from that node. Ant Colony Optimization is one of the techniques used in the network for the balancing of number of packets at each node. Here in this paper is proposed a comparative study of different ant colony optimization techniques implemented for the analysis of the network load balancing. Here the ant based techniques are implemented are simulated for different conditions and on the basis of which proposed the best ant based techniques for the network load balancing.
INTRODUCTION
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a paradigm for designing met heuristic algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems [1] . The first algorithm which can be classified within this framework was presented 1991 [21, 13] and, since then, many diverse variants of the basic principle have been reported in the literature. The necessary attribute of ACO algorithms is the combination of a priori information about the structure of a promising solution with posterior information about the structure of previously obtained good solution. An enhanced Ant colony optimization algorithm is used to resolve this difficulty in this paper. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is based on the behavior of ants seeking a path between their colony and a source of food, and proposed by Italy scholar M. Dorigo . The original idea is to solve a wider class of numerical problems, until now, various aspects are studied about the behavior of ants. ACO can be briefly introduced as follows. In the natural world, the behavior of ant is very simple; ants wander randomly to find food and then back to their colony while laying down pheromone trails. Once other ant's find the path, they are likely to follow the trail, but not to keep wandering at random as before. Also the followed ants can reinforce the trail if they get the food successfully. Thus, when a good path is discovered by one ant from the colony to a food source, other ants have a larger probability to pursue that path, and constructive feedback eventually lead all the ants following a single path at last.
With the rapid growth of information applications as well as the increasing bandwidth necessities, it is clear that optical networks scale to multi-layer and multi-domain. In the MRN/MLN optical transport network, traffic Engineering (TE) turns to be an essential requirement for Internet Service Provider (ISPs) to improve the utilization of the total network resources and to maintain a desired overall Quality of Service (QoS) with limited network resources.
Load balancing technique may improve the performance and scalability of Internet to a great extent. Many researchers focal point on intra-domain load balancing which distributes traffic over multiple paths or server farms in a single domain. However, resources in inter-domain are more limited than intra-domain, thus load balancing is an effective strategy to avoid the resources congestion in inter-domain. Many multilevel and multi-domain route algorithms have been proposed aiming at load balancing to reduce the service request blocking, they only can generate the optimal solutions for some specific network, but original route algorithms (such as hierarchical routing algorithm) in multi level and multidomain can't compute the global optimization path.
ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
ACO [2, 3] is a class of algorithms, whose primary part, called Ant System, was originally planned by Colorni, Dorigo and Maniezzo [4, 5, and 6] . The main underlying idea, loosely inspired by the behavior of actual ants, is that of a parallel search over several productive computational threads based on local problem data and on a dynamic memory structure containing information on the quality of previously obtained result. The collective performance emerging from the interaction of the different search threads has proved effective in solving combinatorial optimization (CO) problems. Furthermore, an ACO algorithm includes two more mechanisms: trail disappearance and, optionally, daemon events. Trail vanishing decreases all trail value over time, in order to keep away from infinite accumulation of trails over some component. Daemon actions can be used to implement centralized actions which cannot be performed by solo ants, such as the invocation of a local optimization process, or the revise of global information to be used to decide whether to bias the search process from a non-local perspective [7] . More specifically, an ant is a simple computational agent, which iteratively constructs a explanation for the instance to resolve. Partial problem solutions are seen as states. At the center of the ACO algorithm lies a loop, where at every iteration, each ant move (performs a step) from a state i to another one y, consequent to a more complete fractional solution. That is, at each step s, each ant k computes a set AK s (i) of possible expansions to its present state, and move to one of these in probability. The probability allocation is specified as follows. For ant k, the probability piy k of stirring from state i to state y depends on the grouping of two values: · the attractiveness h(iy) of the progress, as compute by some heuristic signifying the a priori desirability of that move; the trail level t(iy) of the progress, signifying how capable it has been in the past to make that particular move: it represents therefore an a posteriori indication of the desirability of that travel. Trails are updated frequently when all ants have finished their solution, growing or declining the level of trails corresponding to moves that were part of "good" or "bad" solution, correspondingly. The universal framework just presented has been specified in different ways by the authors working on the ACO approach. The remainder of Section 2 will summarize some of these contributions.
Figure1: Ant Colony Optimization
There are different properties known as ant's generation and activity:
• An ant searches for a minimum (or maximum) cost solution to the optimization problem being addressed.
• Each ant has a memory use to store up all connections used to date, and so that the path can be evaluated at the completion of solution construction.
• An ant can be assigning an initial position, for example an initial city in a TSP.
• An ant can go to any possible vertex until such time that no feasible moves exist or a termination criterion is met (usually correlating to the completion of a candidate solution).
• Ants move according to a mixture of a pheromone value and a heuristic value which is connected with every edge in the problem, the choice of where to move is usually a probabilistic one.
• When going from one vertex to a different vertex the pheromone value associated with the edge connecting these vertices can be altered (known as online step-by-step pheromone update).
• An ant can repeat a constructed path at the completion of a solution updating the pheromone values of all edges used in the solution (known as online delayed pheromone update).
• Once a answer is created, and after finishing online delayed pheromone update (if required) an ant dies, freeing all allocated resources. In 2011 by Le Lu, Shanguo Huang, Wanyi Gu [1] gives the concept about ant colony optimization algorithm based on load balancing is anticipated. Ants pursue path not just depend on pheromone alone, Here also taken available resources on the link as a aspect too. Simulations show the proposed method might decrease the traffic blocking probability, and understand load balancing inside the network.
RELATED WORK
In 1997 by Ruud Schoonderwoerd Owen Holland and Janet Bruten [9] gives the concept about a simulated network models a typical distribution of calls between arbitrary nodes; nodes carrying an excess of traffic can become congested, causing calls to fail. In calculation to calls, the network also supports inhabitants of simple mobile agents with behaviors modeled on the trail laying abilities of ants. The agents move across the network between arbitrary pairs of nodes, select their path at each transitional node according to the distribution of simulated pheromones at every node. As they go they leave simulated pheromones as a function of their distance from their source node, and the congestion encounter on their journey. Calls among nodes are routed as a function of the pheromone distributions at each intermediate node. The performance of the network is measured by the proportion of calls which fail. The ant-based system is shown to drop fewer calls than the additional methods, while exhibit many striking features of distributed control.
In 1995 by Gambardella & Dorigo [10] and In 1996 by Dorigo, Maniezzo & Colorni [11] proposed the metaphor of trail laying by ants has previously been successfully applied to certain combinatorial optimization problems such as the Traveling Salesman Problem and Job Shop Scheduling These investigations were concerned with finding one good solution to a static problem. However, the problem of load balancing in telecommunication networks is essentially dynamic. The stochastic nature of calls, and the variation in call distributions, means that the problem to be solved constantly changes with time, as different call combinations give rise to congestion in different areas of the network. It is essential to maintain network performance throughout the response of the load balancing system to a change in call distributions; therefore interested in the performance of the algorithm over a certain period of time, and not merely in the eventual performance of some fixed solution.
Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques have recently also been used to establish conditions for the success of the Metropolis algorithm in the context of optimization in 2010 by Sanyal, S, and Biswas [12] . The Metropolis algorithm is a very convenient algorithm for MCMC techniques as for this algorithm it is very easy to compute the stationary distribution.
In In a different line of research, Gutjahr and Sebastiani [16] and Neumann, Sudholt, and Witt [17] studied an algorithm called MMAS, where the current best-so-far solution is reinforced in every generation. This holds regardless of whether the bestso-far solution has been changed or not. This means that the algorithm might reinforce the same solution over and more again, until the best-so-far solution is replace. In stark contrast to the 1-ANT, the increased greediness of MMAS leads to polynomial upper bounds on simple pseudoBoolean functions.Besides these results also analyses for hybridization with local search [18] and for ACO in combinatorial optimization have appeared.
In 2008 by Neumann and Witt [19] investigated ACO algorithms for finding minimum spanning trees. They considered two different construction procedures and proved that for one procedure the use of heuristic information leads to a performance that is better than the performance of a 140simple evolutionary algorithm [20] , in terms of the number.
In 2009 by Zhou [21] considered ACO for very simple instances of the TSP. This study was significantly extended by Kotzing, ¨ Neumann, Roglin, and Witt in 2010 [22] who considered two different construction procedures and presented an average-case result for the performance of ACO. Kotzing, Lehre, Oliveto, ¨ and Neumann [20] investigated the performance of ACO for the minimum cut problem, but they only presented negative results for pheromone-based construction procedures.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The model is fully distributed, i.e. every node behaves separately as well as each ant or agent, and this denotes that every node or ant is autonomous. Figure represents the table attached to each node or ant. In the model, each node contains a table that includes information about other nodes in the system. At the initial state, the table entries are Null. In each ant tour, the ant will carry the updated information about all nodes that the ant has been passed throughout. Upon arrival of the ant at every node, the following events will be done:
1. If the node does not have the information contained in the ant table, these information will be passed to the node table as it is.
2. If the node contains information that does not be present in the ant's table, the ant table will be updated.
3. If both of them share the similar information, the recently updated one will replace the other.
Max-min algorithm
Pseudocode for the Negamax version of the minimax algorithm (using an evaluation heuristic to terminate at a given depth) is specified below. The code is based on the inspection that .
This avoids the need for the algorithm to treat the two players separately but cannot be used for games where a player may have two turns in succession.
function integer minimax(node, depth)
if node is a terminal node or depth <= 0:
return the heuristic cost of node α = -∞ for child in node: # evaluation is identical for both players α = max(α, -minimax(child, depth-1)) return α
Fuzzy rule based system
For each particle database.
Initialize particle
End For
Do
For each particle compute fitness value of the particle fp /*updating particle's best fitness value so far)*/ If fp is better than pBest set current value as the new pBest End For /*updating population's best fitness value so far)*/ Set gBest to the finest fitness value of all particles For each particle compute particle velocity according equation (1) Update particle position according equation (2) End For
While maximum iterations OR minimum error criteria is not attained 
Rank based Algorithm

CONCLUSION
The paper shows the comparative analysis of different ant based optimization algorithms. Here in this paper three ant based algorithms for the optimization of the network is given and on the basis of the different parameters of the ants in the network a study is shown. The result analysis shows the Average length and the time complexity of the algorithms, so in the future these ant based optimization technique can be used for various applications such that the efficiency of the network is increased. 
